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PROGRAM

TRUMPET ENSEMBLE
Will Averill, conductor

Herald Trumpet Emeritus Fanfare (2006)
Jeffrey W. Holmes
Salvatore Macchia, Chair

SYMPHONY BAND
Matthew Westgate, conductor

Fanfare Politeia (2020)
Kimberly Archer

VOCAL JAZZ GROUP
Catherine Jensen-Hole, director

Answered Prayers (E de Deus)
Music: Ivan Linns; English Lyric: Peter Eldridge
Based on arr. by Darmon Meader

CHAPEL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Felipe Salles, director

Rompin’ at the Reno
Benny Carter

UMASS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (Strings)
Britney Alcine, conductor

Punto y Cumbia from “Danzas de Panama”
William Grant Still

REED QUINTET

Preludes I and III from “Three Preludes”
George Gershwin, arr. Reynolds

CHAMBER JAZZ ENSEMBLE
“Kinetic 45”

Got a Match?
Chick Corea

TROMBONE CHOIR
Samantha Franciosa, conductor

Fanfare for 8 Trombones
Michael Terry

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Ayano Kataoka, director

Scaborne (2018) I. Above
Garth Neustadter

JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
Jeffrey W. Holmes, director

Time Check
Don Menza

JAZZ DANCE ENSEMBLE
Lauren Cox, director

Meeting of the Orisha/Thunderstorm
Music: Pléiades: IV. Peaux by Iannis Xenakis
Choreography: Lauren Cox & Dancers

VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Catherine Jensen-Hole, director

I’ve Got the World on a String/Mas Que Nada
Koehler/Arlen, arr. Catherine Jensen-Hole;
Jorge Ben, arr. Rosana Eckert

WIND ENSEMBLE
Matthew Westgate, conductor

Festive Overture, Op. 96 (1954)
Dmitri Shostakovich

~ Intermission ~

MINUTEMAN MARCHING BAND
Timothy T. Anderson, director
Ian Hale, associate director

Highlights from the 2021 Field Show
Trumpet Ensemble
Eric Berlin, director
Will Averill, conductor
Jack Bainton
Ethan Cogswell
Zoe Cohen
Una Davenport
Cris Fagundes
Mitchell Gibbs
Marcus Gonzalez
Thomas Gray
Esther Jo
Ian Kenneally
Alex Moore
Matt Perera
Nick Petrillo
Helkin Sosa
Rebecca Tobar
Stephanie Miley (Alto)
Benjamin Knodler (Tenor)
Garret Webb (Tenor)
Karl Underwood (Tenor)
Qeanu Smith (Baritone)

Horn
Chris Sperry*
Racquel Paredes
Sarah Perrin
Paul Hadley

Trumpet
Ethan Cogswell*
Jack Bainton
Helkin Sosa
Matt Perera
Ian Kenneally
Thomas Gray
Zoe Cohen
Una Davenport
Rebecca Tobar
Alex Moore
Pallavi Karra
Will Averill

Trombone
Ben Hogan*
Nick Matson
Jess Noltee

Bass Trombone
Fletcher Clark

Euphonium
Alex Harvey-Arnold *

Tuba
Zev Barden*
Maddi Gibberson
Kevin Nephew
Sean Hanly
Floyd Greenwood

Percussion
Kamal Ritter-Febus*
Melissa Cron
Tyler Mosca
Kira Johnson

* Principal

Graduate Conductors
Samantha Franciosa
Madeline Wight
Vocal Jazz Group
(Answered Prayers)
Catherine Jensen-Hole, director
Hannah White
Uma Kasichainula
Julia Loewer
Mae Whaley
Emma Hagan
Julia Ganley
Nathan Fisette
Henry Pareto

Coleman Hovey, keyboard bass

Chapel Jazz Ensemble
Felipe Salles, director

Saxophones
Ethan Ni, alto, soprano
Aedan Madden, alto
Aidan Higgins, tenor
Max Wheeler, tenor
Nick Spodick, baritone

Trumpets
Helkin Sosa
Esther Jo
Thomas Gray
Ethan Cogswell

Trombones
Jess Noltee
Fletcher Clark

Piano
Ryan Padula

Guitar
Zachary Brennan

Bass
Dakota Gill

Drums
Dillon Pinard
Malik Colon

UMass Symphony Orchestra
Morihiko Nakahara, Director of Orchestral Activities
Britney Alcine, graduate conductor
Multibands performance: Strings only

Violin I
Christopher Bolduc, concertmaster
Margaret Rose Baker, associate concertmaster
Such Ono, assistant concertmaster
Eleanor Sturm
An-Chi Huang
Frantz Kjoniksen
Tara Gensure
Simon Chiang
Shiyu Zhang
Jolina McConville
Nathaniel Reid
Eva Khodier
Theodore Hsieh

Violin II
Olivia Munson, principal
Danielle Barbosa, assistant principal
Elijah Wilson
Spencer Lee
Conor de Leeuw
Lila Hamilton
Ryan Zaid
Quincy Kizekai
Marina Perez del Valle
Clara Meier
Kelly McMahan
Oliver Hees

Viola
Devin Cowan, principal
Rachel O’Connor, assistant principal
Kyle McDonough
Alex Duback
Patricia Molinari
Iliana Fuentes

Cello
Jiwon Lee, principal
Monroe Randall, assistant principal
Justin Chan
Kaiji Uno
Aidan Klingsberg
Vicky Huang
Violet Southwick
Josh Daniel
Ava Sirois
Nathan Choi

**Bass**
Eric Duback, principal
Liam Birkerts, assistant principal
Adam Koretsky
Zachary Brennan
Alyssa Chase
Keaton Edward Walsh

**Reed Ensemble**
Rémy Taghavi, faculty coach
Brian Carr, soprano saxophone
Jonathan Decker, clarinet
Ethan Wetzel, alto saxophone
Zachary Robarge, bass clarinet
James Scott, bassoon

**Chamber Jazz Ensemble**
**Kinetic 45**
Jeff Holmes, faculty coach
Matt Padula, tenor sax
Ethan Ni, soprano sax
Coleman Hovey, keyboards
Liam Keaney, electric bass
Zandra Azoulay, drums

**Trombone Choir**
Gregory Spiridopoulos, director
Samantha Franciosa, conductor

**Tenor Trombone**
Liam Archer
Carolyn Dufraine
Theodore Eagle
Benjamin Hogan
Joseph Huggins
Justin Leach
Jess Noltee
Jake Sledziewski
Bronwyn Tyler-Wall

**Bass Trombone**
Fletcher Clark
Ofer Cohen
Devlin Danner
Nicholas Matson

**Percussion Ensemble**
Ayana Kataoka, director
Jarod Sullivan, vibraphone
Madeline Dethloff, vibraphone
Ignacio Corrales, marimba
Bailey Forfa, marimba
Ayano Kataoka, piano
Ryan Schneider, piano

**Jazz Ensemble I**
Jeffrey W. Holmes, director

**Saxes/Woodwinds**
Danny Trainor, alto
Tess McGuire, alto
Adam Fish, tenor
Simon White, tenor
Matt Padula, bari

**Trumpets**
Mitch Gibbs, lead
Alex Moore
Keenan Asbridge
Coleman Chandler

**Trombones**
Justin Leach
Carolyn Dufraine
Devlin Danner
Ofer Cohen, bass

**Guitar**
Dylan Walter

**Piano**
Coleman Hovey

**Bass**
Liam Keaney

**Drums**
Molly Plaisted

**Congas**
Zandra Azoulay
The Jazz Dance Ensemble
Lauren Cox, director
  Clara Franklin
  Sophie Schilling
  Lili Greenberg
  Isabella Berenstein
  Carson Kelly
  Katya Taylor *
  *Dance Captain

Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Catherine Jensen-Hole, director
  Hannah White
  Margaret Wall
  Uma Kasichainula
  Julia Loewer
  Kelly McMahan
  Héloïse Goncalves
  Mae Whaley
  Ruby Suman
  Emma Hagan
  Julia Ganley
  Olivia Reduto
  Brendan Qi
  Coleman Hovey
  Nathan Fisette
  Henry Pareto
  Logan O’Connell
  Dylan Walter, piano
  Dillon Pinard, drums
  Liam Keaney, acoustic bass
  Coleman Hovey, keyboard bass

Wind Ensemble
Matthew Westgate, conductor
  Flute/Piccolo
  Kiana Fatemifar*
  Sarah Galgano
  Ryah Lichtenstein
  Samantha Leveault
  Oboe/English horn
  Abigail Haines*
  Cameron Samuel
  Maxwell McDonnell
  Bassoon
  Guillermo Yalanda*
  James Scott
  Ronit Glasgow
  Clarinet
  Juan Tovar*
  Jonathan Decker
  Dana Kelly
  Hannah Cherry
  Rachel Hertz
  John Cowles
  Justin Vitale
  Bass Clarinet
  Zachary Robarge*
  Saxophone
  Zoe Stinson (Alto 1)
  Hayden Holster (Alto 2)
  Ethan Wetzel (Tenor)
  Brian Carr (Baritone)
  Horn
  Andrea Rivera*
  Courtney Brennan
  Paul Hadley
  Sarah Perrin
  Trumpet
  Nick Petrillo*
  Mitch Gibbs
  Marcus Gonzalez
  Esther Jo
  Cris Fagundes
  Trombone
  Jake Sledziewski*
  Joseph Huggins
  Bronwyn Tyler-Wall
  Bass Trombone
  Devlin Danner
  Euphonium
  Victoria Lee*
  Jess Nolte
  Tuba
  Konner Hafner*
  Natalie Mundis
  Piano/Celesta
  Amanda Huesmann
Harp
Haley Hewitt

Percussion
Dan Shinohara*
Jarod Sullivan
Bailey Forfa
Michael Reidy
Ryan Schneider
Melissa Cron

* Principal

Graduate Conductors
Samantha Franciosa
Madeline Wight

Minuteman Marching Band
Timothy T. Anderson, director
Ian Hale, associate director
Thomas P. Hannum, associate director emeritus

Flutes
Sarah Bosik *
Abigail Boyle +
Gianna Caforio
Amy Carey *
Jordyn Cheverie
Dilan Churchill
Marissa Cormier +
Maggie Cox
Abbie Cugno
Elizabeth Curran
Crystal Curran *
Rebekah Doucette
Angelina Fung
Zuzanna Gawel
Natalie Haas +
Tori Hanks
Dakota Incorvaia
Rishabh Jain
Eliza Keenan
Nissy Lebron
Joanna Li
Arora Lynch
Lillian Madsen +
Emma Martin
James McBreen
Emily Menard
Liam Murphy

Téa Natale
Erin Newhall
Tara O’Connor
Hannah Rogers +
Kathryne Rubio-Lazo *
Justin Salva *
Destance Schaefer
Michelle Shang +
Gabrielle Sherrick
Jordan Smith
Skylar Unger
Allison Ward *

Clarinet
Abby Banks
Daniel Barskiy *
Gianna Borowski +
Meghan Brassil
Tsz Chan
Sarah Connors
Khushi Dave
Samantha DiGenova +
Adrianna Durand
Rosemary Fontaine
Hayley Gilmer
Jillian Goebi
Abigail Hare
Sarah Hurst
Sage Ji
Aly Kosteva *
Sara Kroprek
Spencer Lee
Gabrielle Martinelli
Alexia Minkin
Aidan Morehouse *
Amelie Morrissey
Samantha Nolan
Ali Nourallah
Em O’Brien
Abbey O’Neill
Taylor Oles *
Shiva Pababhi
Nevi Payson +
Emily Pease
Zander Pennell
Morgan Powers *
Anna Schkeryantz
Kaleb Seifert
Grace Theberge *
Kyle Tisdale
Savannah Weaver
James Wicander

**Alto Saxophones**
Carolyn Baryluk *
Dominika Brzozowska
Ali Burton
Samara Callender
Alison Cavanaugh
Marielle Chrupcala
Samantha Franciosa
Abigail Goulart
Michaela Gunning
Elianna Guzman
Joe Hagopian *
Matthew Hickey
Telly Jacobs
Autumn Knight
Benjamin Knodler
Emma LaCava
Ethan Liang
Lindsay Malmin
Angelo Maraccini
Alyssa Moore
Rachel Morrison
Brian Poirier, Jr.
Nicholas Quigley
Robert Rodriguez
Cameron Samuel *
Charlotte Santoro *
Kevin Shang
Philip Standrowicz *
Tess Sweeney
Lauren Troisi
Ariah Tucci
Marissa Wadé +
Joshua Walsh
Philip Wegman
Zach Wolmering
Rachel Wood
Alex Wu *

**Tenor Saxophones**
Alexander Auclair +
Zach Bachta +
Thomas Bolduc +
Luke Boudreau
Peter Crump *

April DiGiacomo
Carter Findlay
Christopher Gates
Chase Goates
Ian Harvey
Shea Herman *
Hayden Holster
Alexandra Howe
Patrick Kearns
Meredith LaPointe
Katherine Mahar
Thalia Mavrikakis
Paul Nassif +
Gabi Natale
Nadia Palafax
Hannah Pelletier *
Zoe Peritz +
Thomas Powell
Gabrielle Salvini
Grace Simmons
Qeun Smith
Collin Tremblay
Brandon Tsang
Thomas Vo
Joseph Weissler *

**Trumpets**
Alessandra Amore +
Jake Barrett *
Andrew Brundige
Julian Buitrago
Gala Cares
Christina Cordone
Zachary Cubias
Una Davenport
Sean Davis
John Duff
Owen Doyle +
Timothy Durocher +
Douglas Edwards
Nicole Garvey *
Ren Gonsalves
Marcus Gonzalez
Ilkum Gumus
Matthew Hassiak
Duncan Hilliard *
Ian Kenneally *
Noah Kravette
Jovanna Mullin
Molly Plaisted *
Michael Reidy
Kamal Ritter-Febus

**Quads**
Gabriel Labell
Dillon Pinard
Jarod Sullivan *
Ben Vieria

**Bass Drum**
Thomas Gruttaduria *
Johnathan Kaua
Kevin Lane
Tyler Marble
Natalie Mundis
Jacob Schlip
Ryan Therrien *

**Cymbals**
Lauren de Melo
Josh Goodman
Myranda Goveia *
Moira Kelly
Jackie Lutz
Noven Meritus
Rebekah Panaro
Alex Qi

**Front Ensemble**
Aiden Beckman
Hannah Bruno
Janna Chi
Jack Concannon
Josephine Condon
Christoph Conley
Melissa Cron
Daniel Cunningham
Joseph Iantosca
Kira Johnson
John Kennedy
Ben Michaud
Erin Moloney
Tyler Mosca
Spencer Moynihan *
Skylar Peck
Ryan Schneider *
Minjae Song
Yoonjae Song
Hayden Tierney
Jimmy Tran
Matt Velzis
Tim Wheeler
Ellie Wheeler

**Color Guard**
Emily Almonte
Teniola Ayinla +
Charlotte Bailey
Sierra Barnett
Emma Cady *
Gabrielle Caron
Isabella D’Amico +
Maxwell Fisher *
Erin Fitzgerald
Lauren Francis
Cabielyn Gagnon
Jessica Giordano
Maxwell Goldman +
Cat Jacques *
Allison Lee
Nola Minogue
Bethany Murphy
Olivia Nasis *
Ny Nguyen Duong
Yanisa Panyasai
Alyssa Peltonovich
Lindsey Perry
Katherine Preisig
Elisabeth Russo *
Shelby Ryder
Grace Stevens
Skylar Thies
Sophia Traywick
Marguerite Vallespir

**Twirlers**
Mia Bennett
Allison Connors
Taylor Durant
Morgan O’Brien
Gina Zarcone *

**Band Aides**
Randy Lee
Jennifer Santiago
Emily Sharer

**Drum Majors**
Jack Bainton
Zoë Cohen
Daniel Cuoco
Lauren Foley
Zoe Stinson

* Member of Field Staff

+ Member of the Student Administrative Staff
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
2021 MINUTEMAN MARCHING BAND

Director
Associate Director
Associate Director emeritus
Assistant Director/Visual Coordinator
Graduate Assistants
Wind Arrangers
Percussion Arrangers
Drill Designer
Percussion Staff
Twirler Instructor
Color Guard Staff
Audio Engineer
Band Trucking Coordinator
Band Parents Coordinators
Alumni Coordinator

Timothy Todd Anderson
Ian Hale
Thomas P. Hannum
Christine McHugh Sirard
Nina Brian-Smith, Samantha Franciosa, Daniel Shinohara, Madeline Wight
Michael Klesch, Keith Karlson, John Leonard, Jon Schmidt
Alex Beltran, Nina Brian-Smith, Ian Hale, Colby Kuzontkoski, Seth Lampert, Colin McNutt, Daniel Shinohara
Colby Vasquez
Sally Johnson, Colin McNutt
Kristi Ochs
Erica Leuchte, Stephanie Schramm, Justin Srodulski
James Campbell
Jamin Carroll
Amy Campbell and Teresa Kirsch
Keith Paul

The Minuteman Marching Band would like to thank our corporate partners who make all of our performances possible: Evans Drumheads; Vic Firth Drum Sticks; Pearl/Adams Percussion; and Zildjian Cymbals.
MULTIBAND POPS

Jeffrey W. Holmes, Producer/Coordinator
Salvatore Macchia, Chair, Department of Music and Dance
Matt Longhi, Marketing/Publicity Director
Eric Roth, Publicity/Marketing Assistant & Website Manager
Sean Conlon, Audience Services Manager
Emma Messier, Box Office
Erica McIntyre, Production Manager
Thomas Kelleher, Stage Manager
Bob Mahnken, Technical Director
Sam Johnson, Audio/Video Director

Your tax-deductible gift can provide support for the Department of Music & Dance through the Friends of Music or Friends of Dance, scholarship support through Music Scholarships, or targeted toward programs listed at www.umass.edu/music
Donations can also be mailed to:
UMass Amherst, Memorial Hall, 134 Hicks Way, Amherst, MA 01003-9270

Thanks for your support!

For a full listing of events, visit www.umass.edu/music/events
For ticketed events, visit www.fineartscenter.com/musicanddance
or call the Box Office at 413-545-2511

Please turn off all noise producing or light emitting devices, and remain masked at all times.